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FINAL REPORT - CONTRACT SD-302
_. FEBRUARY,1974
I,
, Tecn}'ca eporf No. 42
PART 2 - MANUFACTURING DESCRIPTION
VOL. XIII-FRAME SECTION AND BASE PEDESTAL
/
This work has been supported by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency of the Department of Defense under
Contract SD-302 and by the Division of Research Facilities
and Resources of the National Institutes of Health
under Grant RR-00396.
The views'and conclusions contained in this document
are those of the authors and should not be interpreted
as necessarily representing the official policies,
___*' either expressed or implied, of the Advanced Research




A complete description of mechanical and elec-
trical components, assembly specifications, and
procedures for manufacture of the macromodular frame
block and base pedestal comprises thus report.
I
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BASE PEDESTAL CIRCUIT BOARD SUB-SUBASSEMBLY
PAGES 422-1 thru 422-40
PEDESTAL RESIDENT SUPPLY PAN ASSEMBLY
PAGES 423-1 thru 423-42
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PAGES424-1 thru 424-13
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422-3 COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION PEDESTAL MAIN LOGIC BOARD I_
422-4 PARTS LIST PEDESTAL MAIN LOGIC BOARD
422-5 HOLE SIZE AND LOCATION PEDESTAL MAIN LOGIC BOARD _'
422-6 LOGIC DRAWING PEDESTAL MAIN LOGIC BOARD
422-7 COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION AC LINE 1 & 2 SWITCH BOARD
i
,. 422-8 PARTS LIST AC LINE 1 & 2 SWITCH BOARD
A
422-9 HOLE SIZE AND LOCATION ' AC LINE 1 & 2 SWITCH BOARD
422-10 LOGIC DRAWING AC LINE 1 & 2 SWITCH BOARD
422-11 COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION PEDESTAL AC LOGIC TRANSLATOR BOARD
422-12 PARTS LIST PEDESTAL AC LOGIC TRANSLATOR BOARD A
'_ 422-13 HOLE SIZE AND LOCATION PEDESTAL AC LOGIC TRANSLATOR BOARD
422-14 LOGIC DRAWING PEDEST_:L AC LOGIC TRANSLATOR BOARD
422-15 COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION _:B_' PEDESTAL SYSTEM SENSE BOARD
422-16 PARTS LIST _:B" PEDESTAL SYSTEM SENSE BOARD
A
422'-17 HOLE SIZE AND LOCATION ::B _' PEDESTAL SYSTEM SENSE BOARD
422-18 LOGIC DRAWING : B" PEDESTAL SYSTEM SENSE BOARD
422-1'9 PAR'TS LIST ::A '_ PEDESTAL CABLE BOARD A
422-20 HOLE SIZE AND LOCATION ':A'; PEDESTAL CABLE BOARD
422-21 FAN OUT SCHEMATIC ' A" PEDESTAL CABLE BOARD
422-22 CABLE PREPARATION AND
thru ' ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE ::A '_ PEDESTAL CABLE BOARD
422-40 _ f
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1. Printed Circuit Board Manufacture:
The printed circuit boards shall conform to pages 0t0-12 through 010-16
i
of the CSL_General Standards, and outline drawings 200.50D30 and 200.50D41.
2. Printed Circuit Board Assembly: /
Printed circuit board PTg0133-0^ is assembled per pages 422-22 through
422-40. The remaining four boards are assembled per pages 010-24 through 010-35
of the CSL General Standards with the following additions:
(a) Integrated Circuits:
The dual-in-line integrated circuit packages are 14 pin Motorola MC600L
series packages, and 6 pin Monsanto MCT2packages. The identifying marks and
I
insertion methods of the CSL General Standards apply.
(b) Axial-lead Components:
CSL General Standards pages 010-26 and 010-35 apply except the diode
cathode end designation may be a blue band or a white Sand.
? r
(c) Terminals:
Four bifurcated terminals are mounted on PTV0132-0. These terminals
i
must be oriented such that the leads of an axial lead resistor may be pressed
/
into the slots of the terminals.
(d) Other Components:
The rectangular components; the power supply, the relays, and the
potentiometer, must be mounted flush with the board. The 6 and 8 pin round
semiconductor packages (LM31lJt, '_8001, and MD8003) must extend above the
board less than 0.30 -inch. The transistors (2N3903, 2N4401, 2N5400, and 2N5550)
must extend above the board less than 0.35 inch. The P.C. Board handles
,. are mounted with the handle pulling tap over the components.
i
CHG. I EoC.O. DATE APPR. ?
/$SUe- I _ q-2s-72_
A 0294 8-7-73
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I _J i_ _' _ _' 4-
INTEGRATEDCIRCUITS RESISTORS(Cont'd) DIODES
TYPE REQUIRED LOCATION TYPE REQUIREDPOSITION TYPE REQUIREDPOSITION
MC61ZL(MOTOROLA) 6 PI 1N5231 1 Ol
P3
P8 *RE=Z4OHMS 5 R07 MMD-694(CSL 6 D2
P9 R19 DIODE) D3
P]-O RZZ ' D5
PI! R27 Dl_,D], D8
R28
]_N5242B 1 D4
MC680L(MOTOROLA) 2 PZ 'RF=]:.5KOHMS 6 R23
P4 R33 "
" R4[ TRANSISTORS
MC6S7L(MOTOROLA) I P5 R46 R47, R48
TYPE REQUIRED LOCATION
MC660L(MOTOROLA) 3 P6 *RG=I.2KOHMS I R26P7_ 2N3903 8 Q1
P]3 [] RH=SELECTED I R08 Q2
04/ [] RI=SELECTED 1- R09
MC671L(MOTOROLA) 2 PI:2 45 '-
P" 0HMS R44






R18 '-- *RN=3KOHM 6 R34
R21 R35
R24 R36 ISSUE 6-13-12
R37
*RB=15KOHMS 13 R01 R38 c.^~o. DA._ o_..c.,,.-,-,o.
R04 R43 .o-
R06
Rll *RP:2KOHM 1 R30 COMPUTER SYSTEMS LABORATORY
,. R12 WASHINGTONU IVERSITY
R13 *RQ=150OHMS f R45 ST LOUIS.MISSOURIR1.4
R15 RR=ZER0OHMS(JUMPER) 2 R10 MACROMODULAR PROJECTR16 R29 I
R17 T,_L.
R20 PARTSLIST 1 OF2
R25 I1 TC BE INSTALLEDDURINGTEST PEDESTALMAINLOGICBOARD
R39
ENG DRAWING NO
*RC=360OHMS 2 R03 ,,.,..OVID TJC
R05 .v Fo. I o^_E 422-4 I










'15ufd 20V EL_ECTROLYTIC(KEMETK15J20KSOR 2 C3
MALLORYTAS156M020P1C) C6












2REQUIRED _..ffe A 8~7-7.3 £C0 b,,_9'_
USECOPARTNO 2002B 4 D.EC STANDARD ISSUE 6-13-72 "
BIFURCATED HANDLEFORFLIP CHIPBOARDS,
WITHRIVETS c.^.G_ o^_ o_sC.,._,O.
, NO




T,TL= PARTSLIST 2 OF2
PEDESTALMAINLOGICBOARD
DRAWINGNO
A".ROVED _"GTJC 422-4Apy F(_R DATE





















































































































































































COMPONENT IDENTIFICATIONCOMPUTER SYSTEMS·LABORATORY ',
WASH,NGTONUNtVERSIT¥ AC L/NE$ / · 2 SW/TCHBOARD
ST, LOUIS, MISSOURI APPROVED ENG. I: ORAWINGNO.
...... E' TJC ,iBY
._._ ....... 422 - 7ISSUE _,-,_5-7._ MACROMODGLAR PROJECT . ?Ro_ _-_--7_- PL L
CHANGE




TYPE REQUIRED LOCATION TYPE REq. LOCATION TYPE REQ. LOCATION
*RA= 8.2KOHMS,1W 2 R]_2 2N3903 4 _ . HANDLESRSO .22_fd80VOCMYLAR Z C1
(SPRAGUE#192P2249R8) C6 8_ 2REQUIRED
*RB=153KOHMS,l/4 W 2 R18 D.E.C.STANDARDR24 68pfd].0OQVDCCERAMIC2 C2 2N5550 Z(SPRAGUE5GA-_8OR C12 8_ HANDLEFORFLIPCENTRALABOD-680) CHIPBOARDS,WITH
*RC= 20KOHMS,I-/4W 2 Ri1 2N5400 3 _ RIVETS.R29 2.Z_dt00V. 2 C3
*RD= 200KOHMS,l/4W· 2 R10 (KEMETCS13BJ225K)OR C8
R28 MALLORYTAS225M100PIC PRINTEDCIRCUITBOARD
nr5 _fd R0v 2 C4 RELAY
*RE: 47KOHMS,[/4 W 4 R15 ONEREQUIRED
R16 (SPRAGUE.NC 192P1549R8 C9 ONEREQUIRED
R21 PTV01-30d
' R?..Z 15_,fd20V.TANTALUM2 C5(KEMETK15J20KSOR C7 CLARESF-6ZiO-.J00
*RF= 100KOHMS,i/4 2 R08 MALLORYTASi56M020P1C
_ .,, ' FUSES ISELECTEDFOR7.1VOC
0.! fd 500VCERAMICI CiO TWOREQUIRED _N. HOLDINVOLTAGE
*RG: 10KOHMS,i/4W 2 RG;, (SPRAGUE5GA-P10 AND1.1VOCMAX.DROP
R27 INTEGRATEDCIRCUITS TYPE LOCATION OUTVOLTAGE.)
*RH= 430KOHMS,l/4W '2 R17 TYPE REQ. LOCATION 1-AMP F1 fR23 (BUSSMANGJV-1)
MC667L Z P1
*RI = 3K0HMS,l/4 W 3 R04 (MOTOROLA) P8 FZR14
R20 MC671L 2 P2
(MOTOROLA) P3
*RK= 15KOHMS,I/4W 3 R03
R07 . MC672L 2 P4 ,_ _..4 8-7-7Z, ._'Co 0_9_t -
R13 (MOTOROLA) P7 ISSUE 6-13-72
*RL= 1KOHMS,1/4.W 5 R01 MCT2 2 P5
R_, R35,R36,R38 '(MONSANTO) 1=6 ¢._E D..............
*RM= 24KOHMS,I/4 W 2 R06 COMPUTER SYSTEMS LABORATORY
· R34 DIODES
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
, *RN= 27KOHMS,l/4 W 2 R05 TYPE REQ. LO_TION ST. LOUTS, MISSOURIR19 IN5242B 1' D1
RP= ZEROOHMS(JUMPER) 1 R33 MACROMODULAR PROJECT
_D-694 lO D2,
D5thru D8 TITLE
*RR= 100OHMS,1/2W ]_ R32 D10thruD14 PARTS L/ST
lN4004 2 O3,D16 * AC LINES I ¢ 2 SWITCHBOARD
Rs: 1200OHMS,5 W,WIREWOUN¥OHMITENO.4625,ST_I_E995-5B) lN5235 i D15 ........ _.............
RT=200OHMS1/2 W 1 R37 ,-.sl/"_' _,. ,:,A-rE TJC j 42_p_8







TYPE A 34 HOLES
TYPE D 8 HOLES
TYPE _ *24 HOLES
' _o_:_ ( NOT MARKED)
NOTE: HOLE MARKED
WITH AN X INDICATES
PLATED THROUGH
HOLE WITH NO COMP ~
ONENTS INSTALLED.
THIS MUST BE KEPT




COMPUTER SYSTEMS LARORATORY AC LINEI & 2 SWITCHBOARD
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
· ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI ' , , A,','.OVEO Z.G. TJC DRAWING NO.
,- E°. °ArE 422-_9
· PROD. ?"_-7 _ [ PI I:Issu_ 4-z4-72 MACROMODULAR PROJECT - ;
/ DATI[CHANGE I CHECKED : OAI'E
.o , ........... /V'T"4 iI 4-24-72
· ) r,, ,¢
-15 VDC POWER ro _ARD -15 VDC
PIN NUMBERS
RLOI 02 ' -I_ VOC '/SVDC
IJ 8 I..t A_l_A ¢ I ·
RKOJ
RAI2 DI C7 C5
I _ R..... _LINE
TRIAL AAl_ AOI--AVl, BUt, BVI AS,2_AV2 -L
F+SSU_LYAClN :¢4 Ad ! MAIN . SlG GND
GUARD RBI8 C$ . . AC LINEAL38 L+ RDIO RGO9 II
TRIAF_- 1 EI(__- . --_ > "'"m_._ RKO7 CAPACITOR TRIAL ,NTEGRATEOCIRCUITIDENTIFICATION
RgXl· l_lK OHI_ 2 R£Q,
RCXX_ _ ORRI _ REQ.
LL_. ,,E°.' -- REXX= I7KOHMS 4 REQRFXX- I_ OHMS 2 REQ.RGXX= 10KOHMS 2 REQ,
lAC LINE I 1-- RJXX:IKOHUS 3REQ,LO.,l_, I _,,vo_
RKXX= 15KOHMS 3 REO.
AC POWER(_e I RLXX_ IK OHm * Rtq.
RMXX· ElKORm ; REq.
AC POWERt"_ · C I RNXX:Z;KORUS ; REQ.,
RPXX= ZERO HMS(JUMPER) l REQ.
RRXX- leo OHMS ] REQ.
VDC RSXX=1_ 0H_ 1 REO.
· T.^.SlSTO. IO_.?lr,C*?lO.QI, QZ,_, Q7=ZN_
. _3,Q4,Q9 =ZNS400
_, Q!: ZN5_50
FUSE_ NC_ . ,A(_) CArcROI$CHARG* .......................
e.._._L:_t____=_j _. GArE c_.c_:,,,.f,[AC LINg I HIGH IN]( DI5 CZ,CIZ=6BptdC.1,CI , Z2Ldd ]OQV
lAC LINE,2 HIGH IN_ CS,C7=tSdd 20VTANTCEO = 0.1dd 5OOVCERI0 6'
/ _--_'_ I DIOgEIDENTIFICATION
J DI ]N5242B
VOC]_e_ R._,,_5 O]D2,0.51_uD14IN400 MMD.._I+,_5
._VV"v_ · A_"'_ AC LIN_ 2 O15 INSZ35
DI*,_ RAJO MAIN ,DOWER TRIAC O_6 IN4004lAC L/NE g HIGH I_ · ' C-'KD VWN_'RPJ3 RELAY
: C 9 _ DI6 _['_--_X HI2I I CLARESF-_2t0-Jl00
· _ CAPACITOR TRIAC
G%_RINGR.,. ?._i¢,, RD...... "........................
IIo,.¢ pi, R.O
L ' * --r*- I ..............rj.ACLINEa LOW1,'_-_,j.,,_5_o -- MACROMODULARPROJECT















TYPE REQUIRED LOCATION *±5%CARBONCOMPOSITION TYPE REQUIREDLOCATION
MDB00! 3 P1 *RK=8,?.00HMS,I'/4 W 2 PO1
(MOTOROLA) P2 TYPE REQUIRED LOCATION R_
P3 *PA=3KOHMS,1/4W 9 R10R05 *RL=+47OHMS,1/2W 3 R_
MCTZ , . 3 P4 RI_, R22(MONSANTO) P§ R15
P6 R29 *RM=750'OHMS,]:/4W ]_ R07 HANDLESR34
MC672L 2 P7 R36 *RN=]:0KOHMS,[/2 W [ R55 2 REQUIRED
(MOTOROLA) P8 R56 O.E'.C.STANDARDRP=36.5KOHMS+]_%]_/8W i R57
MC671L 1 P9 METALFILM,TYPE'CEA,7-0 .FOR.FLIPCHIPBOARDS
(MOTOROLA) (' *RB= 360OHMS,I/4 W 2 R37 TEMP.COFF. _ WITHRIVETS.
MDB003 I P10 RSO RS=ZEROOHMS(JUMPER) 1' R30
(MOTOROLA) *PC= 8.2K OH_ 1W 3 R52 "
R53 PT=1K OHMS,__W [ R§IR54
*RU=S60UHMSz/4W 4 R40
POTENTIOMETERS *RD= 15KOHMS,[/4 W 7 R17 R42
R19 R44
R21 R47TYPE REQUIRE[,)LOCATION R39
2KOHMS(CTSN0. ]_90PC2(_A) 1' POT-1 R43R45
TYPE REQUIRED *RE= 20KOHMS,[/4 W 3 R31
R32 8- 7-73REED,SPST(CLARENO.PRB-2013HE) 1 3 _f . ,,7 _4.o. o_'_ z
*RF= 5.1K OHMS,[/4 W 6 R!$ I _IsslIF 4/Z4/77
'R18 /
POWERSUPPLY R20 / ¢",,'_.o_ ,:,.,,__ o,:sc:,_,,,'r,o,,,
R24
TYPE REQUIRED R26 COMPUTER SYSTEMS LABORATORY
5VDC,300ma(VARADYNEMODELUMP-5/3O0) ! R28 WASHING,ONUNIVERSITY'
RG= 1960OHMS,_+1%,i/8 W, 3 R03 ST.LOUIS.MISSOURI
METALFILM TYPECEA,T-O R08
PRINTEDCIRCUITBOARD TEMP.COFF. RIZ MACROMODULAR PROJECTR35
'1REQUIRED RH= 3480OHMS+1%,l/BVl, _ 3 R23: _',_'.-, PARTSLIST 1 OF2
METALFILMTYPECEA,T-O R25 PEDESTALA C LOGICTRANSLATORBOARDPTV0131-O TEMP.COFE R27
*RJ= 100OHMS,'1W 3 R04
R09 _./..,_. ,,.,..ovid !..OTJC Jo.^w,.o.o.
R13 ._ _o. _^_ 422-12DRAWNBY iPROD. ¢-l_-77- SHEET 1'dF 2
' CAH
"RESISTORS(Cont'd) TRANSISTORS
TYPE REQUIREDLOCATION TYPE REQUIRED LOCATION
! .





RESISTANCESf00OHMS 458 ' Q7_'5






LOCATION 'TYPE REQUIREDLOCATIONTYPE REQUIRED,_








2.2 ufd ]_00VELECTROLYTIC3 C6
" D7 (KEMETCS13BJ225KOR C7 ISSUE 4/24/72
OlA MALLORYTAS225M10OP1-C C8 CHANGE
DJ.5 .o. o^-,E oE.sc.m'rUON
iN4004 3 D10 - COMPUTER SYSTEMS LABORATORY
D 1_' WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
012 ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
]N5232A I D13 MACROMODULAR PROJECT ·
'"'?"'_ PARTSLIST 2OF2
PEDESTALCLOGICTRANSLATORBOARD
A"""OVED _"O.TJC I o.^w,.o.o.Fo. o.,,'r£ I 422-1?A_, DY











































































































































































































































































































ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI TITLE
COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION
_:B" PEDESTAL SYSTEM SENSE BOARD
APPROVED ENG DRAWING NO.'
' TJC
,,_.Y ! FOR DATE 422 - 15
'_f_. I PROD /-_s--7_D,%_ISSUE 4-24-72 _"




TYPE REQUIRED' LOCATION TYPE . LOCATION . .
i5:fd, 20_/DCTANTALUM C2
RA= 1-500OHMS,5_, 1-/4W, 7 R0]_ (KEMETK15320KSOR HANDLES
CARBONCOMPOSITION R02 MALLORYTASi56M020P]:C)
R03 I REQUIRED




RB= 5100OHMS-*5_,1-W, i R04CARBONCOMPOSITION INTEGRATEDCIRCUITS
RC= 3000OHMS_*5_o,[/4W; 2 R10 TYPE -- REQUIRED I_OC,_TIONCARBONCOMPOSITION R15
MC660L, (MOTOROLA)' ]: P]_
RD= 1960OHMS±l_, 1/8W,METAL 4 R07 MC672L/ (MOTOROLA) 2 P2
FILMTYPECEA,T-O TEMP.COFF. R08 - P3
R09 LM311-(NATIONAL) 2 P4
R13 P5
RE= 2550OHMS-q_, l/8W,METAL 1' Rf2
FILMTYPECEA,T-O TEMP.COFF.
PRINTED CIRCUIT bOARD
RF = 1-000OHMS+1%,1./8W,METAL ]: RI:4 ONEREQUIRED
FILMTYPECEAiT-0 TEMP.COFF. '_J_. _ 8-7-73 E..¢.o.o._?'I




DIODES COMPUTER SYSTEMS LABORATORY
TYPE REQUIRED LOCATION WASHINGTONU IVERSITY






APPROVED ENG. DRAWING NO, /
.. po. =AT_ TJC 422-16
_E_. PROD ?-_: 7_ o,^_,,_.¥MBP
CHEC_ DATEI _ -/3-?.&'
,P%
I' TYPE D 2 HOLES
TYPE B 98 HOLES
(NOT MARKED )




J HOLE SIZE AND LOCATION
" I ':'B"" PEDESTAL SYSTEM SENSE BOARD
J APPROVED ENG DRAWING NO.
I DATE TJC 422..17a_ I FO_
_//-_*_1P/f OD. q-.,,,,'_7_,DRAw,.Y
J ISSUE d,-24-72 _,, i PLL
CHEC___ DATE
CHANGE DATE DESCRiPTiON I 4-24 -72NO. _
INTEGRATEDCIRCUITIDENTIFICA"rlON
-IS VDC L MC_0
O__v. VVV_v_ 2. MC6723. MC672
RA06 1_ i_ 8 ,,v_* _ CAP MISSING L.E.D. 4. I.U311
CAP PRESENT _)® 3 5.LM311
RESISTORIDENTIFICATION
=H_ NAXX= 1500OHMS 7 RE{}.
RA03 RBXX= 5100OHMS 1RE{}.
-IS VDC _ RCXX= 3KOHMS 2RE{}.RDXX= 1960OHMS 4RE{}.
RFXX= 1KOHMS 1RE{}.
-- RGXX = 2OOK OHMS 1 REQ.
CI RAOS DI-- CAPACITOR_DENTIFJCATION
C1= 2.2ufd,100vgc TANTALUM
· C2= [5 uH,ZQVOCTANTALUM
DIODEIDENTIFICATION
D1= N_ID-6_
OVERVOLTAGE _'_1, .NVVV' D2= I_tD-694
v
RB04 NOTES:
-IS VDC _ 1, THEMCPACKAGESHAVE-15VDC
ONPIN7 ANDGROUNDONPIN14.
2. ANYPINNOTASSIGNEDONTHIS
R DO? -IS VDC SCHBRRTICISUNCONNECTED.
-- 0 TOO MANY FRAMES L.E.D. 3. I/0 PINDESIGNATIONSARESIGNALRA I I SIDEPINS(DECBLOCKSIDE2)UNLESSOTHERWISENOTED.
' D2
- FRAME SENSEQ _: RCIO
RA16
+ SENSE _ E -- _)
ANOTHER SUPPLY L.E.D.
-IS VDC
Q CORRECTABLE FAULTS OK
- POWER SENSE
RFI4 _ POWER TO BOARD
POWER SIDE PINS (DEC I SIDE)
RG I 7 -ISVDC POWER TEC SUPPLY
-- ? o CIRCUIT 80ARD PTVOI33-1 B
) -IS VDC /l("_ +.j_ -IS VDC%?




-pnd 60 HZ LINE _)ev _ SJL_-'_I RAOIvx/v%/_ _ NEED COMPUTER SYSTEMSLABORATORY= -pnd _WR WASHINGTONUNIVERSITYLINE L.E.D. sT LOU_S.M_SSOUm
RAO-P : MACROMODULAR PROJECT
,ANDLiT .COVERo. :®HANDLEcovER .;;CLOSED OPEN L.E. . DESTAL SYSTEM SENSE BOARD
.s ^...ov£o _._ O.A.i.Gof
i D'r r_..... J C f-P-P-lB
' PLL
j c._cK£o o_tEF t/,_ I--PB-?-P




1 PTV0133-]^ Printed circuit board
1 421-12 Base Pedestal Back cover support channel
1 421-68 Base Pedestal ind. wire chase channel
1 - 1042-C rubber grommet 1/4 inch internal
dia. or equivalent
6 - H.P. 5082-4403 light emitting diode and mounting
clip
2 - 8-32 x 1/4 long cadmium plate steel flathead screws
1 - National S10-1445 cable 24-1/4 inches long
1 - National S10-1445 cable 23-1/2 inches long
1 - Alpha wire 1177 cable 39.5 inches long
1 - Alpha wire 1173 cable 50.5 inches long
J1 - Alpha wire 1173 cable 14 inches long
1 - Alpha wire l173-cable 12 inches long
4 - AWG24 stranded wire GREEN PVC insulation 9 inches
' long
5 AWG22 solid wire BLUE PVC insulation 3 inches long
2 AWG22 stranded wire BLACK PVC insulation 5 inches
long
10 Amp 42599-2 crimp terminal
2 Ast_o 348-40E10-12P1 connector and contacts
6 - Adhesive back paper labels 2" x 1/2"
- Lacing string, as required
1 - Handle, D.E.C. Standard Handle For Flip-Chip Boards
with rivets.
CHG. E.C.O. DATE APPR. J





DRILL 3/32 INCHES 51 PLACES - UNPLATED HOLES USED FOR LACING CABLES TO BOA.RD.
@® ®@ 8
@@ @@ ®
@® ® @ _ _
@ @
@@ @® ® @ ®
@ ® ® @® ®
@® @ ® ® ®
®®® ® @ ® @ @
@ @
@ ®
_'_,., f _ _ ". TYPE A 40 PLACES
COMPUTERSYSTEMSLABORATORY MACROMODULAR PROJECT
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 'rm.E HOLE SIZE AND 'LOCATION
.. '"A":' PEDESTAL CABLE BOARD4
APPROVED ENG TJC DRAWING NO.
, PROD __.,,_ox.../7.,,_ DIU,WI,I B"i'
ISSUE 4-24-72 t,- PLL
CHEC_ DATE
CHANGE DATE DESCRIPTION 4 -24 -72
· NO.
AMP 42599-2 (TYP)
22 GRN PEDESTAL CABLE PC BOARD PTVOIBJ-OA
AsTRo II
348- RED ....... ORANGE OK RET, OUT
40EIO- BLK [-- PWR. RET, OUTI2PI
CONNECTOR CHAIN IN ,_'_X PWR RET OUT
RED PRESET IH
I0: _ YEL
II _ BLUE22 RET. OUT
OK IN




ASTRO 3 _' ORANG_ (_ SYSTEM OK RET IN
348- 4 _ [ I VlO ._ MAIN PER RET IN
.4OEIO-_ I I BAN
· _ AOX PER RET IN12RI OUT BLKCONNECTOR 7 _ · DA. SHLO. OUT.
S _ RED · PRESET OUT
B _ YEL ·_ DATA SHIELD RET IN
I0_ BLUE . PRESET RET IN
II _ _RN · BYSTEM OK OUT
12 _ WHT
'_ . AUX PER OUT
DAISY CHAIN OUT GRAY · MAIN RWR OUT
j BARE
BARE
BHN i(_ HANDLE COVER OP_'N L.E_
I ORANGE ? l_ SYSTEM NOT REAOY LEO·
GAN · ANOTHER · SUPPLY L.ED.
........ : _ _" WHT · NEED 2nd PWR LINE LEO.
RED · TOO MANY FRAMES L.E.O.
BLK : CAP ISSING L.E.D.
· BLUE
EMITTING DIODES _A'C-'SWITCB I CABLE RED . AC LINE I CAPACITOR TRIACM IN PE TRIAC
BLK
WHT i(_ AC LINE 2 CAPACITOR TRIAC
-- THIS COLUMN HAS TOO MANY FRAME BLOCKS AC LINE _1 POWER- AC LINE_2 POWER- '_C._/7'_H-_'C'AB__ RED . AC LINE 2 MAIN PWR TRIAC
FACTOR CORRECTION CAP' iFACTOR CORRECTION CAP- _ BLK '_ SIGNAL GROUNDSECOND POWER LINE IS NEEDED ' ACITOR SWITCH, I ITOSWITCH, [GRIGSSY-BAR ON NO, GRIGSBY BA TON NO. _
_ilLiNE_i_ GB2400-1S 8-4-03 TAIL DOOR CABLE BLK ,
-- CAP MISSING FROM THE FAN CONNECTOR RED -IS VDC
WHT
PLUG IN ANOTHER SUPPLY . HANDLE COVER S_ITCH CLOSED




I. THE FOUR GRIGSBY BARTON AC SWITCHES ARE LOCATED
ON THE LEFT SIDE PLATE OF THE PEDESTAL· RED RED
4E
2, THE DAISY CHAIN CABLE ASTRO CONNECTORS ARE COMFUTIEI SYSTEMSLAlOIAtOIY
LOCATED IN THE UPPER RIGHT H,A_B CORNER OF THE REAR
OF THE PEDESTAL, A5 VIEWED FROM THE REAR. _ *ASHIN_TO'UNIV_"SlTV
3. THE POWER MONITOR LIGHTS ARE LOCATED ON THE -
REAR FACE OF THE UPPER REAR HORIZONTAL RAIL OF THE MACROMODULAR PROJECT
PEDESTAL. OL_
PEDESTAL CABLE CARD -
4. THE PEDESTAL CABLE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD FAN OUT SCHEMATIC
IS LOCATED IN SLOT .RA OF THE DEC CONNECTOR, AC LINEal AC LINE_2 ........
BLOCK. MAIN LOAD SWITCH MAIN LOAD SWITCH --"'_?" ....
GRIGSBY'BARTON GRIGSBY'BARTON _ _'_"_ ' _=_'_°PLL;TJC 1
4,2B-21





"A" PEDESTAL CABLE BOARD
Cable Preparation and Assembly Procedure
I. Cable Identification
Identific'ation of each cable will be accomplished by writing
the cable name on a paper label and adhering it to the cable. (Place
leading edge of label from end of cable as specified below).
A. National S10-1445 cable 24-1/4 lon'g (Daisy chain cable
INPUT) $ inches from one end.
B. National S10-1445 cable 23-1/2 inches long (Daisy Chain
Cable OUTPUT) 5 inches from one end.
/
C. Alpha wire 1177 cable 39.5 inches long (Tail light
cable) 8 inches from one end.
D. Alpha wire 1173 cable 50.5 inches long (Tail Door
cable) 8 inches from one end.
E. Alpha wire 1173 cable 12 inches long (A.C. Sw. #1)
3-1/2 inches from end.
F. Alpha wire 1173 cable 14 inches long (A.C. Sw. #2)









A. Daisy chain cables , f
1. Marked end. (INPUT & OUTPUT cables the same)
' a. Cut back outer jacket 1-3/4"
b. Cut away the exposed aluminum/mylar tape jacket.
Cut the two stranded bare tined copper wires/flush
z
with the outer jacket.
c. Remove the exposed aluminum/mylar tape from each
of the 10 insulated wires.
d. Trim the ends of all 10 wires 1/8 inch to elim-
f
inate damage from the cable cutting operation.
e. Strip the individual wires (0.188 to 0.219 inches).
f. Strip one end of 2 of 4 nine inch long green
AWG 24 wires back 0.25 inches and insert into an
AMP 42599-2 and crimp.
g. Strip the other end of the two Green wires
0.188 to 0.219 inches.
h. Crimp contacts for an Astro 348-40E10-12P1
Connector onto all 10 wires of the cable and the two
stripped ends of one set of the green wires with an
Amphenol No. 294-268 crimp tool with contact locator
(Amphenol No. 294-1551) and a setting of 4.
(Equivalent automatic tooling is preferable.)
_' 4/19/72 . _.
__ 422-23
/i. Insert the contacts into the connector per
Amphenol's ASTRO 348 technical manual and the following
wiring list:
Wire Color Pin











Blue ...... _ ............ _..10
Green ..................... 11
Other end of GREEN wire
set ...................... 12
j. Complete the assembly by screwing the rear nut
into the connector shell -- tighten carefully with(
channelock pliers.
2. Unmarked end.
a. Cut back outer-jacket of INPUT cable so length from




' l" ss - 4/19/72





b. Cut back outer jacket of OUTPUT cable so length from




c. Cut' away the exposed aluminum/mylar tape jacket on
both cables. (Do not cut the two stranded bare tinned
copper wires.)
d. Remove the exposed aluminum/mylar tape from each of the
10 insulated wires on both cables.
I
e. Cut the individual wires to length using drawing on
page 422-26 as a template on both cables.




CHG. E.C.O. DATE APPR. I
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B. Tail light cable
1. Marked end
a. Cut back outer jacket 1.75 inches.
b. Cut individual wires to length using the drawing
on page 422-28 as a template.
c. Strip each conductor 0.15 inches.f /







?o.] _.c.c). hATE A_-P_..



















ST. LOUIS,MISSOURI Tm.E BASE PEDESTAL TAIL LIGHT . CABLE
CUTTING TEMPLATE
AFPILOVED ENG DIL&WlNG NO.
," 'o" i DA,, TJ C 142 2- 2 8
i_cl ll_ i a/lq/'79 f
CHECKED DATE
CHANGE DATE DESC.IPTION _/_.z_No. _ ,-, --, 14-13-72
C. Tail Door Cable
1. Marked end preparation
- a. Cut back outer jacket 1 inch.
b. Cut individual wires to length using the drawing
on page 422-50 as a template.
c. Strip each wire 0.15 inch.
2. Unmarked end preparation
l
a. Cut back outer jacket 0.75 inch.
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS LABORATORY MACROMODULAR PROJECT
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
TITLE
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI BASE PEDESTAL TAIL DOOR CABLE
: CUTTING TEMPLATE
i
APPROVED IENO DRAWING NO.
d TJC
my ] mR I DATE I 4 22 - 3 0
ISSUE 4/19/72 _""_'_'_----_ PROD _2__5-7,,_ DRAWNBYJ PLL
,.
CHANOE i CHECKED DATE
NO. DATE DESCRIPTION fi//"J_ 4 -13 - 7 2
D. AC Switch (#1 and #2 prepare the same)
1. Unmarked end preparation
a. Cut back outer jacket 1.37 inches.
b. Cut individual wires to length using the drawing
on page 422-32 as a template.
c. Strip each wire 0.15 inch. ,
2. Marked end preparation
a. Cut back outer jacket 3 inches.
b. Strip each wire 0.2 inch.
c. Strip both ends of the 5 inch BLACKAWG 22
wire 0.2 inches.
d. Bring one end of the 5 inch BLACK wire and the
BLACK cable wire together and crimp an AMP 42599-2
/
terminal on them.


















ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI BASE PEDESTAL AC-SWITCH 1 &2
CABLE CUTTING TEMPLATE
APPROVED ENO DRAWING NO.
ET FOE DATE T J C
_"_.._',_. PROD _'._._.,_"7.,_".DRAW.. 4 2 2 --32
ISSUE 4/19/72 f P L L
CHANGE CH/_,._.,.. DATENO. DATE DESCRIPTION 4 -13-72i · I
/
l
III. Connect cables to cable card board
A. Mount handle on cable card board. (computer Systems
Lab.)
/
B. Tie and solder the cables to the cable card board
in the following order: _Ref: to page 422-34)
1. Unmarked end of Daisy Chain Cable OUTPUT.
2. Unmarked end of Daisy Chain Cable INPUT.
3. Marked ,end tail light cable.
s
4. Marked end of tail door cable
tied
together 5. Unmarked end of A.C.-Sw #1




CHG. E.C.O. DATE APPR. 422-33
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CABLES TO CABLE CARD DETAIL
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DRAWING NO.
APPEOVED ENO TJc 422-34
_Y FOR DATE i
ISSUE 4/19/72 _"'_"e ' PROD ,__,,__7,,,_ ouwl,I lYGWP
CHANGE DATE DESCRIPTION j CHECKE/_.i._,/· DATENO. ' 4-19-22
i
IV. Connect Tail light cable to channel
A'. Prepare ind. wire chase channel 421-68
1. Place the indicator wire chase channel on bench,
flat side down with 6-17/24 holes toward you.
2. Insert the 6 light emitting diode mounting clips
into plac e from the front.
- 3. Insert the 6 light emitting diodes (LED) from
the back. (insure the flat key is up on each LED ref.
to 421-36).
4. Strip 5 three inch long Blue wires 0.3
inches on both ends.
f
5. With the 5 stripped wires connect the bottom
lead end (anode) of each LED together and solder.
CHG. E.C.O. DAT'E- APPR.
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\B. Prepare Back cover support channel 421-12
1. Insert rubber grommet into back cover support channel.
I
2. Thread the unmarked end of the tail light cable through
the back cover support channel grommet (about 15 inches).
i
3.' Cut-outer jacket back 6.$ inches.
4. Cut the green and white wires to 4.5 inches.
5. Cut the red and black wires to 1.75 inches.
6. Strip all 7 wires .25 inches.
f
!
' C. Assemble the cable and two channels
1. Line up the 6 LED's with the 6 holes on the engraved
channel. Ref. to 422-39 for orientation.
2. Solder the blue wire of tail light cable to LED anode
of, System Not Ready for Main Power.
/
3. Solder the remaining 6 wires to the cathodes of the
6 LED's per the following table:
Lettering on channel Wire Color
J
System Not Ready For ORANGE
Main Power
Plug In Another GREEN
Supply
_ _ Cap Missing From the BLACK
Fan Connector
CHG. E.C.O. DAT'E APPR.
iss - 4/19/72 _f_.(J.
f
422-37
, Lettering On Channel Wire Color
I
'l'hls 'C'olumn Has too .... Rt/D
Many Frame Blocks
Second Power Line WHiTB
Is Needed
Supply Handle Cover BROWN
Door Is Open
4. Place the ind. wire chase channel into the Back
cover support channel by rotating the ind. wire chase
channel 180 ° · (be careful not to push any of the
LED's out of place)
5. Pull excess cable through channel grommet.
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423-7 GENERAL INSTRUCT IONS
423-8 PEDESTAL ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE DIAG RAM
423-9
thru SERVICE COLUMN CONNECTOR WIRE PREPARATION TABLE
423-11
423-12
thru SERVICE COLUMN CONNECTOR ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
423-13 /
423-14






423-23 DEC CONNECTOR ORIENTATION
423-24
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RESIDENT SUPPLY PAN ASSEMBLY (cont.)
PAGE TITLE CHANGE
423-27 TRIACWIRED ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE ISSUE _
423-28
thru RESIDENT SUPPLY PAN ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
423-31
423-32
thru RESIDENT SUPPLY PAN ASSEMBLY WIRE PREPARATION . TABLE
423-33
423-34
thru RESIDENT SUPPLY PAN WIRING PROCEDURE 423-40 A
423-38
423-39
thru DEC CONNECTOR WIRING PROCEDURE
423-41
!423-42 WIRING DIAGRAM x _
, ,, , ,,,
I









1 421-21 BASE PEDESTAL FAN MODULE CONNECTOR ADAPTER
1 421-70 D.E.C. BLOCK BAR
1 421-58 BRACKET FOR CAPACITOR AND AUX. SUPPLY
1 421-59 RESIDENTSUPPLYCOVER
1 421-61 RESIDENTSUPPLYBASE .
2 421-63 CAPACITOR STRAPS TYPE I
2 421-64 CAPACITOR STRAPS TYPE II
2 421-65 PAN SUPPORT BAR
1 421-69 BRACKET HANDLE
1 SILICON CONTROL RECTIFIER, MOTOROLA MCR3935-3
1 POWERSUPPLY_-15VDC_pOWERTEC 3D15-1.2WITHOVP J
1 POWER SUPPLY,+55.64 VDC, SOLA #39067
1 TRIAC_MOTOROLA2N 6155 OR _C 11-6
1 TRIAC_MOTOROLASAC-64
2 CONTACT, AMP 34161, RING TONGUE LUG PLASTI-GRIP (BLUE)
1 CONTACT_AMP 34322, BUTT SPLICENO. 6
1 CONTACT,AMP 34323,BUTT SPLICENO. 4
15' CONTACT, AMP 42599-2, RECEPTACLE FASTON (RED)
4 CONTACT,AMP 160314-3,RECEPTACLEFASTON(YELLOW) .
30 CONTACT, AMP 201328-1, NO. 22 FEMALE TYPE II CONTACT
49 CONTACT, AMP 201568-1, NO. 14 FEMALE TYPE II CONTACT
7 CONTACT_AMP 322249_SLOTTEDTONGUELUG PLASTI-GRIP(RED) :
6 CONTACT,AMP 324165,SLOTTEDTONGUELUG PLASTI-GRIP(BLUE) I
3 CONTACT,AMP42844-1,RECEP_CLEFASTON(BLUE)
1 . CONTACT,AMP 324581,SLOTTEDTONGUELUG PLASTI-GRIP(YELLOW) I
3 CONNECTORs AMP #201545-1,TYPE W CONNECTOR,20 PIN
1 CONNECTOR,AMP #200474-1,TYPE W CONNECTOR,40 PIN
1 PRINTED CIRCUIT CARD CONNECTORDEC H-803
1 TERMINAL STRIPs 2-POLE_ JONES 2-541 OR EQUIV.
2 CAPACITORS,30 ufd 330 VAC. G.E. #45F173
2 RESISTORS, 36K OHMS 2-WATT CARBON COMPOSITION
2 RESISTORS, 1 OHM 30-WATT FLAT POWER, DALE HL-24-O8Z-1OHM ±5% W/DALE
#301 MOUNTING HARDWARE OR EQUIV.
1 RESISTORS, 1 OHM, IO0-WATT TUBULAR POWER, DALE HL-IOO-O3Z-1 OHM ±5%
W/DALE #302 MOUNTING HARDWARE OR EQUIV.
m








QTY CSLDOC PART i -
1 RESISTOR,3 OHM 25 WATTTUBULAR POWER DALE HL-25-O2Z- 1_±5%
W/DALE #302 MOUNTINGHARDWARE OR EQDIVALENT
1 RESISTOR, 2500 OHM 8 WATT TUBULAR POWER, OHMITE #1540 OR EQUIVALENT.
1 CABLE CLAMP,H.H. SMITH #771 OR EQUIVALENT
44 WASHER, INTERNALSTAR TOOTH LOCK, FOR 6-32 SCREW
22 SCREW, 6-32 x 3/8" FILLISTER BINDING HEAD
18 SCREW, 6-32 x 5/8" " " "
6..... SCREW, 6-32 x 3/4" " " "
1 SCREW,6-32x1 " " "
4 SCREW, 8-32 x 3/4" " " "
4 SCREW, 4-40 x 3/8" " " "
28 NUTS,6-32
4 NUTS,8-32 ,
1 GROMMET, RUBBER 1/4" I.D., G.C. ELECTRONICS1042-C OR EQUIVALENT
2 SPACERS,6-32x 1", H.H. SMITH8428 OR EqUI_
5" SHRINKTUBING,HEAVY WAL_, AMP #603101
LACING STRING OR TIE WRAPS AS REQUIRED
APPROX. 17 FT. ]6 26 x 30)AWG, RED, STRANDED PVC
APPROX. 4 FT. 16 26 x 30, AWG, BLACK STRANDED PVC
APPROX.'18 FT. 16 26 x 30, AWG, BROWN STP_qNDEDPVC
APPROX. 21 FT. 16 26 x 30_ AWG, WHITE STRANDED PVC
APPROX.L17 FT. 16 26 x 30_ AWG, BLUE STRANDED PVC
APPROX. 8 FT. 16 26 x 30_ AWG, GREEN STRANDED PVC
APPROX. 6 FT. 16 26 x 301AWG_ VIOLET STRANDED PVC
APPROX. 22 FT. 24 AWG, KOVAR SOLID BLACK
APPROX. 21 FT. 24 AWG, KYNAR SOLID BLUE
APPROX. 9 FT. 24 AWG, KYNAR SOLID BROWN
APPROX. 10 FT. 24 AWG, KYNAR SOLID GREEN
APPROX.18 FT.24AWG,KYNARSOLIDRED
APPROX. 24 FT. 24 AWG, KYNAR SOLID SLATE
APPROX. 7 'FT.24 AWG, KYNAR SOLID WHITE
APPROX. 15 FT. 24 AWG, KYNAR SOLID YELLOW
I 21 INCHBUSSINGSTRIP,D.E.C.#933
APPROX 3 FT. 24 AWG, TINNED BUS WIRE
1 HANDLE,METAL,H.H.SMITH#1662
1 " RESISTOR, 100 OHM, i/4 WATT, ±5% CARBON COMP.
1 SHRIN'KABLETUBING, 1/8 INCH DIA., 2.5 INCH LONG
\













OR ROTO-CRIMP 600850 SETTING #6'




AMP34161 AMP47387 16-14 PIDG
AMP 324165
AMP 45098, TOOL IS COLOR CODED TO COLOR STRIPES
AMP 201568-1 ON CONTACTS;BLUE, VIOLET,GREEN












This document contains instructions for assembling the Resident Supply
Pan. This assembly, along with two other assemblies, is used in the final
assembly of a Macromodular Pedestal. An overview of the assembly sequence
is shown on page 423-8.
The assembly of the Resident Supply Pan is accomplished by first con-
structing three subassemblies. One of the subassemblies, the Harness, is
constructed in two parts. After the instructions for the three subassem-
blies are given; instructions for the construction of the Pan mechanical
assembly, the Pan interwiring, and the incorporation of the subassemblies
are given in order.
This document may be subdividedinto the following assemblies:








5. Resident Supply Pan Assembly
a) Mechanical (423-28 through 423-31)
b) Wiring and Adding Subassemblies (423-32 through 423-41)
423-6
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
The 3 wire preparation tables are given just before the sections that re-
quire them. In general, all the strip lengths given are +0.015 inches. Strip-
ping must be done with a tool which does not nick or break any strands of the
wire. The termination columns contain starred AMP contact numbers which are
to be crimped ontothe wires as part of the preparation. The other contacts
contain more than one wire so are added during the assembly procedure.
A tooling chart is given on page 423-5 whicn must consulted. Care must
be exercised to assure all strands of the wire (or wires) are fully inserted
into the contacts and splices before crimping. (Strands MUST not be allowed
to unravel and bunch outside the crimp area.)
The DEC Connector wiring is done, in part, by mechanical wrapping. An
acceptable wrap has 5 full wraps of bare wire; and ins'Jlationwrapped over 2
post corners. Open spiral and over wraps are not acceptable. Care must also
be exercised to assure the wire is not stretched so tight between pins that
theinsulationspierced.
The wiring diagram (the last page) should be used as an aid when testing
the completed assembly.








|Column I . Assembly (3) 422
[_Connector
I
Harness I Gable Card -
i Assembly
_ Filter
Inductor -'----' 424 I' DECConnector Assembly




ResidentSupplyPan Assembly IAs s emb ly




CHG. E,C,O. DA'iE i APPR. I







To Be Added Now)
BLUE .600 '201568-134323 OV TO CONNECTOR
RED .500 '201568-134322 +55 TO CONNECTOR
GREEN .600 * 42599-2 34323 POW GND TO CRIMP
BLUE .600 '201568-134323 OV TO SLUG#1
GREEN .600 '201568-134323 EARTHTO SLUG#1
...... w
BLUE .600 SOLDER 34323 TO CAP.DIS.SCR
BLUE .600 *324165 34323 TO MASTEROV POWER
BLUE .600 '324165 34323 TO MAS.OV SENSE
BLUE .600 '201568-134323 OV TO SLUG#3
GREEN .600 '201568-134323 EARTHTO SLUG#3
BLUE .600 '201568-134323 OV TO SLUG#2
GREEN .600 '201568-134323 EARTHTO SLUG#2
GREEN .600 *34161 34323 BASEEARTH
GREEN .600 *34161 34323 CENT.WALl.EARTH
BLUE .600 H-803 34323 OV REFTO DECBK
RED .600 '201568-134322 +55TO SLUG#1
RED .600 SOLDER34322 TO CAPDIS RES.
RED .600 *324165 34322 TO MAST.+55POW
RED .600 *324165 34322 TO MAS+55SENSE
RED .600 '201568-134322 TO SLUG#3 +55







COLOR STRIP LF_NGTIt TERH!NAT!ON
END1 END2 END1 EHD2
(Starred [*] Term
To [leAdded Now)
RED .600 '201568-134322 TO SLUG#2 +55
VIOLET .250 160314-3_201568-' AC FAN POW _HIGH
VIOLET .250 160314-3_201568-1AC FAN POW ]LOW
BLUE 000 '201328-1H-803 iTED+FRAME
BROWN 000 '201328-1H-803 -SENSE
RED 000 '201328-1H-803 SENSE
BROWN 000 '201328-1H-803 THER
SLATE 000 '201328-1H-803 POWDN ACK
YELLOW 000 '201328-1H-803 CAPSNS
YELLOW 000 '201328-1H-803 POWDWNREQ
GREEN 000 '201328-1H-803 DATASHIELD
WHITE 000 '201328-1H-803 PRESET
BLUE .60 '32224911]34323 OV REF TO AUX.SUPPLY
BLACK 000 16030-3 H-803 SW #1 HI AC OUT
WHITE .250 160314-3_201568-1AC HI PW TO SLG1
WHITE .200 160314-3_324165AC HI POWTO MAS
WHITE .250 160314-3_201568QLINE1LO TO SLG1
WHITE .200 160314-3_324165LINE1LO TO MAS
RED 000 '201328-1H-803 COOLINGSENSE
[1]: Bend the striped length of End 1 back on itself to form a
.20 length of doubled bare wire before inserting in terminal.
423-10





1. Insert the prepaired wires into an AMP 200474-1 connector per the following





1 17, 26, 35, 19, 20, 27, 28, 29, 30, 36, 37, 38, 39,













2. Fill pin holes l, 2, 7, 14, and 23 with AMP sockets number 201328-1. (The
AMP connector should now be full.)
3. Wrap lacing string around the wire bundle one-half inch from connector and
tie with bundle approximately centered.
4. Mount the AMP connector assembly on a BASE PEDESTAL FAN MODULE CONNECTOR
ADAPTER,421-21, using four 4 x 40 screws 3/8 inch long such that pin 23 of the
AMP connector is nearest the ADAPTER face with the two large threaded holes.
5. Insert the ten 16 AWG RED wires from the Connector Adpater into one end of
an AMP 34322 BUTT SPLICE (wiresextend 1/2 way throughthe BUTT SPLICE) and
crimp the filled half.
6. Insert Reference Wires 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 (9 wires) into the other
end of She AMP 34322 BUTT SPLICE andcrimp.







7. Insert the thirteen 16 AWG BLUE wires from the Connector Adpater into one
end of an AMP 34323 BUTT SPLICE and crimp the filled half.
8. Insert Reference Wires 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and
30 (19 wires) into the other end of the AMP 34323 BUTT SPLICE and crimp.
9. Center a 2 1/2 inch length of Heavy Wall Shrink Tubing over each splice
and shrink with a heat gun. Care must be exercised as the PVC insulation will
melt.
10. Insert the short 16 AWG VIOLET wire and Reference Wires 31, 32, and 33
into an AMP 160314-3 Receptacle and crimp.
11. Insert the long 16 AWG VIOLET wire and Reference Wires 34 and 35 into an
AMP 160314-3 Receptacle and crimp.
End of Service Column Connector Assembly Procedure. This assembly is
used in the Harness Assembly.
423-13
HARNESS
WI RE PREPARATION 'FABLE
t
COLOR STRIPLE?_GTH TERMINATION
E[iD2 END 1 END 2
(Starred [*] Term
To Be Added Now)
BROWN .20 #2ACHITOCAP.SW.
BROWN .20 -2 42844-1#2 AC HI TO SUPPLYSW.
GREEN .20 i H-803 42844-1_TWISTED#2 AC HIGH
BROWN 20 H-803 160314-3_PAIR #2 AC LOW
BROWN 20 160314-#2 LOWTOCAP
BROWN 20 568-1 160314-3] #2 LOW TO SUPPLY #3
BRowN 20 160314_3#2 LOWTOSUPPLY#3




W,ITE 20 _42_99-2_]_ _l,IG,TOC^PSW
WHITE 20 60314-3#1HIGHTO POWERSW.
WHITE 20 SOLDER 60314-3 #1 HI TO CROWBARRES.
BLACK ___20___ :24581 BASEDRIVE#1 _
BLACK 20 324581 BA§E_gR!VE___......
BLACK 20 _§§Z! 3245B1 BASE DRIVE #3 '
O0 H-801_TWISTEDMASTERBLUE
....gg.... _! _PAIR TEMP.SENSE
SLATE O0 [1 H-803MASTER55OK CUT
BLUE .25 O0 328-1 H-80: TWISTED #1 SENSE+
BLACK __=25_ O0 328-1 __6!B........$E_:_






..... [...... ! .... 423-14
COLOR STRIP L[ZNGTI.I TERMINATION
r END2 END1 El'ID2
(Starred [*] Term
TO Be Added Now)
BLUE O0 '201328-1 H-803 TWISTED #2 SENSE+
BLACK O0 '201328-1H-803 IR SENSE-
BLUE O0 '201328-1 H-803 TWISTED #3 SENSE+
BLACK O0 '201328-1 H-803 IR SENSE-
RED O0 '201328-1 H-803 TWISTED#1 -15V
BLACK O0 '201328-1 H-803
WHITE O0 '201328-1 H-803 THERM.SW. PRESENCE
RED O0 '201328-1 H-803 TWISTED#2 -15V
BLACK O0 '201328-1 H-803
YELLO_ O0 '201328-1 H-803 ITHERM.SW. PRESENCE
RED O0 '201328-1 H-803 TWISTED#3 -15V
BLACK O0 '201328-1 H-803
GREEN O0 '201328-1 H-803 THERM.SW. PRESENCE
I
[1]: Bend the striped length of End 1 back on itself to form
a .20 length of doubled bare wire before inserting in terminal.
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HARNESS ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
1. The Harness is made up on a Harness Jig (page 423-16) with 3 AMP 201545-1
connectors mounted in the SUPPLY 2, SUPPLY 3 and SUPPLY 4 positions with
pin 1 at the top and the connector skirt behind the mounting bracket. For
general reference, seepage 423-22 for wiring and wire positioning.
2_ Insert Reference Wires 1, 2, and 3 (GREEN) into an AMP 42844-1 Receptacle
and crimp.
3. Insert Reference Wires 3(BROWN), 4, 5, and 6 into an AMP 160314-3 Recep-
tacle and crimp.
4. Connect step 2 crimped receptacle to CIRCUIT BREAKER Tab 4.
5. Connect Step 3 crimped receptacle to CIRCUIT BREAKER Tab 3.
6. From CIRCUIT BREAKER Tab 4:
a) Connect shortest BROWN wSre to the AC SW 4 "Line" Tab.
b) Connect longest BROWN wire to the AC SW 3 "Line" Tab.
7. Route GREEN and BROWN pair through H1 and out H7.
8. From CIRCUIT BREAKER Tab 3:
a) Route shortestBROWN wire throughH1 and out H6.
b) Route longest BROWN wire through H1, out H5 and insert in Pin 6 of
SUPPLY 4 cmnector.
c) Route remaining BROWN wire through H1, out H4, and insert in Pin 6
of SUPPLY 3 connector.
9. Insert Reference Wires 7, 8, and 9 into an AMP 42844-1 receptacle and
crimp. Connect this receptacle to the AC SW 3 "Load" Tab.
10. From the AC SW3 "Load" Tab:
a) Route small 24 AWG BROWN wire through H1 and out H7.
b) Route longest large 16 AWG BROWNwire through H1, out H5 and insert
in Pin 1 of SUPPLY 4 connector.
c) Route remaining wire through H1, out H4 and insert in Pin 1 of SUPPLY
3 connector.






ll. Insert Reference Wires 10, ll, and 12 into an AMP 160314-3 receptacle and
crimp. Connect this receptacle to CIRCUIT BREAKER Tab 1.
12. From CIRCUIT BREAKER Tab l:
a) Connect shortest wire to AC SW 2 "Line" Tab.
b) Connect middle length wire to AC SW 1 "Line" Tab.
c) Route longest wire through H1 and out H6.
13. Insert Reference Wires 13, 14, and 15 into an AMP 324581 receptacle and
crimp. Connect this receptacle to position 3 of the SUPPLY 1 terminal
strip.
14. From position 3 of SUPPLY 1 terminal strip:
a) Route shortest wire down to plate, through H5 and insert in Pin 3 of
SUPPLY 4 connector.
b) Route longest wire down to plate, through H3 and insert in Pin 3 of
SUPPLY 2 connector.
c) Route other wire down to plate, through H4 and insert in Pin 3 of
SUPPLY 3 connector.
15. Place Service Column Connector Assembly on Harness Jig.
16. Connect the nine 16 AWG RED wires from the Service Column Connector Assembly
as follows:
a) Route two shortest wires through H4 and insert into Pins 25 and 26 of
SUPPLY 3 connector.
b) Route two shortest of remaining wires through H3 and insert into Pins
25 and 26 of SUPPLY 2 connector.
c) Route two remaining wires with socket inserts through H5 and insert
into Pins 25 and 26 of SUPPLY 4 connector.
d) Route two remaining wires with terminals along plate and up along
SUPPLY 1 terminal strip. Connect the shorter wire to position 7 and
the longer wire to position 9.
e) Route last 16 AWG RED wire along plate and out H6:
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17. Connect the nine 16 AWG BLUE wires from the Service Column Connector Assembly
as follows:
a) Route two shortest wires through H4 and insert into Pins 21 and 22 of
SUPPLY 3 connector.
b) Route two shortest of remaining wires through H3 and insert into Pins
21 and 22 of SUPPLY 2 connector.
c) Route the two remaining wires with socket inserts through H5 and insert
into Pins 21 and 22 of SUPPLY 4 connector.
d) Route two remaining wires with terminals along plate and up along SUPPLY
1 terminal strip. Connect shorter wire to position 8 and longer wire
to position 10.
e) Route last 16 AWG BLUE wire along plate and out H6.
18. Connect the six 16 AWG GREEN wires from the Service Column Connector Assembly
as follows:
a) Route the shortest wire through H4 and insert into Pin 23 of SUPPLY
3 connector.
b) Route the next shortest wire with a socket insert through H3 and in-
sert,in Pin 23 of SUPPLY 2 connector.
c) Route other wire with a socket insert through H5 and insert into Pin
23 of SUPPLY 4 connector.
d) Route longest wire along plate, through H1 and connect to the GND.
Tab.
e) Route the shortest remaining wire to BOLT 1.
f) Route the remaining wire out END 1_
19. Connect the two violet and white 16 AWG wire groups as follows:
a) Route the longest violet/whitegroup along the plate, throughH1, and
connect to CIRCUIT BREAKER Tab 2. Route the longest white wire of
the group back through H1, along the plate, and connectto position
2 of SUPPLY 1 terminal strip. Route the other white wire back through
H1, along the plate, through H3 and insert in Pin 1 of SUPPLY 2
connector.
b) Route the remainingviolet/whitegroup along the plate, through H1,
and connect to the AC SW1 "Load" tab. Route the longest white wire
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of the group back through H1, along the plate, and connect to Position
1 of SUPPLY 1 termianl strip. Route the other white wire back through
H1, along the plate, through H3 and insert in Pin 6 of SUPPLY 2 con-
nector. Route the 24 AWG black wire back through H1 and out H7.
20. Move the 24 AWG wires from the Service Column Connector Assembly, including
the four BLUE wires, out of the way and tie the remaining wires into a
harness forming the harness shown on page 423-22. Form but do NOT tie the
wires between the SUPPLY connectors and H3, H4 and H5. Do not tie the
wires extending beyond H6 and H7. Bundled wires may pass above H3, H4
and H5 to take up wire slack.
21. Insert Reference Wire 18 into SUPPLY 2 connector, BLUE-Pin 9, BLACK-Pin
11. Route wire through H3 and out H7.
22. Insert Reference Wire 19 into SUPPLY 3 connector, BLUE-Pin 9, BLACK-Pin
11. Route wire through H4 and out H7.
23. Insert Reference Wire 20 into SUPPLY 4 connector, BLUE-Pin 9, BLACK-Pin
ll. Route wire through H5 and out H7.
24. Insert Reference Wire 21 into the SUPPLY 2 connector, RED-Pin 17, BLACK-
Pin 18, WHITE-Pin 16. Route wire through H3 and out H7.
25. Insert Reference Wire 22 into the SUPPLY 3 connector, RED-Pin 17, BLACK-
Pin 18, YELLOW-Pin 16. Route wire through H4 and out H7.
26. Insert Reference Wire 23 into the SUPPLY 4 connector, RED-Pin 17, BLACK-
Pin 18, GREEN-Pin 16. Route wire through H5 and out H7.
27. Connect Reference Wire 17 into the SUPPLY 1 terminal strip, position 4.
Route wire out H7.
28. Connect Reference wire 16 into the SUPPLY 1 terminal strip, BLUE - Posi-
tion 5, YELLOW - Position 6. Route wire out H7.
29. Using tie string, bundle wires between H3, H4, and H5 and their respective
SUPPLY connectors.
30. Using tie string, bundle all the 24 AWG wires (including wires from Ser-
vice Connector) into a cable approximately 1.5 inches above the existing
16 AWG wire cable. Tie bundle only 1 inch beyond H7. Tied Harness must
have:
CHG. E.C.O. DATE APPR' -




a) Strain relief for 24 AWG SLATE wire to SUPPLY 1 terminal strip.
b) Wires to SUPPLY 1 terminal tied in a string so harness will hold its
shape when removed from the jig.
c) Wires to the AC SW. and the CIRCUIT BREAKER each tied in strings so
harness will hold its shape when removed from the jig.
End of Harness Assembly Procedure. Remove harness from jig. This assembly
is used in the Resident Supply Pan Assembly.
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DEC CONNECTOR INTERWIRING
1. The DEC connector is a Digital Equipment Corporation H-803 Printed Circuit
Board Connector. The connector orientation and pin coding is shown on page
423-23.














Solder above strips at square holes. Do not solder at round holes.
3. The remaining wire connections are made with a Gardner-Denver 502129 Sleeve,
and a 505415 bit in a suitable tool.
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5. Using 24 AWG RED solid conductor Wire, connect the following pins:



















1AU2 --3BS2 _ route







































End of DEC Connector Interwiring. This assembly is used in the Resident
Supply Pan Assembly.
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TRIAC WIRED ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
All epoxy side
_/ of triac
1. Solderthree 10 inch long 24 AWG, Kynar
solid wires to the three terminals of a
2N6155 or a Motorola MAC 11-6 triac as
shown.
2. Shrink heat shrinkabletubing o'_ereach 1/32" max.
of the pins with no more than a 1/32" ---_
gap between the end of the tubing and
/
the body of the triac. The tubing must
also extend at least 1/2 inch beyond
the end of the pin.
3. Twist the three wires together (approx. 1/8"-- /
1 twist per inch) and trim the wire max. --_--
length to 7 to 8 inches. 1}2'
4. One side of the triac body contains a
metal plate. Cover this plate with a
coating of silicone rubber (General
Electric RTV-102 or equiv. ) to a
depth of 1/16" min. (RI%/will require 3/32" dia. heat
24 hoursto cure.) _ shrinkabletubing
overeachof the
3 pins.
End of tria¢ wired assembly procedure.
This assembly used in resident supply pan
assembly.
CHG. E.C.O. DATE APPR.
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RESIDENT SUPPLY PAN ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
I
1. TurnSola39067supply _ ;.,_
upside down usBng spacers to , /
prevent damage to the wlrfng on / _'
top of the heat sink and to hold
the transformeB Jn pos_t_on
/
- _7 IIIIII
2 Remove the pan Mount four ...... ---- /4 SCREWS8-32 x 3/4 screws in the transformer




IIII InllllllllI' I IIIII _ _
ii ....................
3 Remove the p_lnted cr_cuat
card and move the mounting bracket






·_, . , , _
l' ' .
,//'
4. Mount new base, CSL, 421-61.,adding Jock ' '_..____' , ':_
washers as needed. When mounting P.C. , . : . _.
card connector, place card in connector and ___jy ._i..i '
align card brakcet mounting holes before tight- ' -_' !
eningconnectorbracket screws. Picture shows _ i
holes unused at this point. _" o o I
.... . ..
)
5. Mount 2 CSL 421-65 Pan Support Bars
With six'6-32 x 3/8" screw's and lock washers.
Tie the wire bundle from the transformer
to the transformer so that the cover (CSL
421-59) does not touch the bundle.
6. Mount a H.H. Smith Handle No. 1622 on a
Resident Supply Cover, CSL421-59. Then
mount the Cover with six 6-32 x 3/8" screws,
lock washers, and nuts as shown. Connect the
terminal strip and numbered cards as shown,





7. Mount a two terminal Jones strip
,- #2-541 to the Resident Supply Cover with
four 6-32 x.5/8" screws and lock washers. ,_
Remove the small red .and black wires,
one each from terminal positions 7 and 8,
and connect them to the 2 terminal Jones :"
strip. The black wire is connected to the /-








J.. 8. Mount the following components
in order:
a) mount Bracket Handle, CSL 421-69
to Bracket for Capacitor and Auxiliary
Supply CSL 421-58 using two 6-32 x 3/8"
screws.
/
b) mount 2 capacitors, G.E. 45F173,
using two CSL 421-63 and two CSL 421-64
Capactior Straps, four 6-32 x 3/8 screws
four 6-32 x 5/8" screws, eight lock washers,
and eight 6-32 nuts.
c) mount two 24 watt, I ohm flat resistors
using four 6-32 x 3/4!' screws, nuts and
lock washers.
d) mount 1 Powertec XR series power
supply using four 6-32 x 5/8" screws,
nuts and lock washers.
e) mount assembly on base, CSI' 421-61.
f) mount the 100 watt, i ohm, tubular
resistor using mounting hardware pro-
vided. Bolt must not extend beyond
nut on bottom of base more than 1/8
inch. Top of bolt may be cut off.
g) mount 25 watt, 1 ohm tubular resistor
using mounting hardware' provided.
h) mount two threaded spacers, H.H.
Smith 8428 or equivalent, with two
6-32 x 5/8" screws and lock washers.
i) mount the Motorola SAC-64 Triac. No
insulating hardware is required.
j) press 1/4 inch I.D. rubber grommet, G.C.
Electronics 1042-C or equivalent in place.
k) mount the assembled bracket on the
pan using three 6-32 x 3/8" screws, lock
/
washers, and nuts.
End of Pan Assembly Mechanical Assembly
r
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RESIDENT SUPPLY PAN ASSEMBLY
WIRE PRFPARATION TABLE
COLOR STRIP LENGTlt TERMINATION
END 2 END 1 END 2
(Starred [*] Term
To Be Added Now)
END 1 END 2
BROWN .20 SOLDER *42599-: #2 CAP. SW. TO RES.
WHITE .20 SOLDER 42844- #1 LOW TO CROWBAR
WHITE .20 *42599-2 42844- #1 LOW TO CAP.
WHITE .20 SOLDER '42599-2 #1 CAP. SW. TO RES.
BROWN .20 SOLDER *42599- #2 CAP.TO RES.
WHITE .20 SOLDER '42599-i #1 CAP.TO RES.
WHITE .50 SOLDER SOLDER CROWBARRESTO TRIAC
RED .50 SOLDER SOLDER CAP.DIS.RES.TO SCR
YELLOW O0 SOLDER H-803 _TWISTEDTRIACGATE
BLACK O0 SOLDER H-803 JPAIRTRIACTERM.il
' GREEN O0 SOLDER H-803 SCRGATE
..... m
Ill/1 WHITE O0 SOLDER HI803 LINE 1 HIGH
YELLOW O0 322249 H-803 AUX. SUP.AC HIGH
u _I
i,,







To Be Added Now)
END1 END2
RED O0 H-803 AUX.SUP.-OUTPUT
[1]
RED O0 SOLDER H-803 +55TO DECCON.
36K OHM, 2 WATT .75 *42599-2 *42599-2 BLEEDER RES.
COMP.
[1]: BEND THE STRIPED LENGTH OF END 1 BACK ON ITSELF TO FORM A .20 LENGTH
OF DOUBLED BARE WIRE BEFORE INSERTING IN TERMINAL




RESIDENT SUPPLY PAN WIRING PROCEDURE
1. Route Reference Wire 1 between two large oval capacitors and solder End 1
to the top terminal on the bottom flat power resistor.
2. Connect End 2 of Reference Wire 5 to the top most tab of the bottom large
oval capacitor. Route wire between the two large oval capacitors and solder
End 2 to the bottom terminal on the bottom flat power resistor.
3. Route Reference Wire 2 End 1 through the grommet and connect to the longer
of the 2 center teminals on the Motorola SAC-64 Triac. (DO NOT SOLDER).
4. Solder End 1 of Reference Wire 7 to the bottom terminal of the round 25 watt
1 ohm resistor. Solder End 2 to the body terminal on the Motorola SAC-64
Triac.
5. Connect End 1 (YELLOW) of Reference Wire 9 to the short center teminal on the
Motorola SAC-64 Triac. Connect End 1 (BLACK) to the long center terminal on the
Motorola SAC-64 Triac. Solder both terminals.
6. Connect Reference Wire 3 End 1 to the bottom tab of the top large oval capacitor.
7. Bring the free ends of the two 16 AWG WHITE wires together and crimp a 42844-1
receptacle on them.
8. Route Reference Wire 4 End 1 between the large oval capacitors and solder to
the bottom terminal of the top flat power resistor.
9. Connect End 2 of Reference Wire 6 to the top tab of the top large oval capacitor.
Route the wire between the two large oval capacitors and solder End 1 to the
top terminal of the top flat power resistor.
10. Solder End 1 of Reference Wire 8 to the bottom terminal of the 100 watt, 1 ohm
round power resistor. Solder End_2 to the body contact terminal of the Motorola
MCR 3935-3.
ll. Mount the Motorola MCR 3935-3 S.C.R. as shown on page 423-37. The body and
body contact terminal of the S.C.R. must be insulated from the bracket.
12. Solder one end of a 100 ohm, 1/4 watt, +5% carbon compositionto the short center
terminal of the Motorola MCR 3935-3. After sliding a 2.5 inch long piece of
1/8 inch diameter heat srinkabletubing over referencewire 10; solder End 1 of
the wire to the other end of the 100 ohm, 1/4 watt resistor. Slide the tubing
over the resistor and bare wires and srink in place.





13. Connect End 1 of Reference Wire ll to the top terminal of the 25 watt, 1 ohm
round resistor. (DO NOT SOLDER).
14. Cover the leads of a 2500 ohm, 8 watt tubular power resistor with insulating
sleeving leaving 0.25 inch of lead exposed.
15. Wrap End 1 of Reference Wire 12 around one lead of the 2500 ohm, 8 watt resistor
with a spaced wrap which covers the full exposed length of the resistor lead.
Crimp the wrapped lead with a 322249 receptacle.
16. Wrap End 1 of Reference Wire 13 around the other lead of the 2500 ohm, 8 watt
resistor With_a spaced wrap which covers the full exposed length of the resistor
lead. Crimp the wrapped lead with a 322249 receptacle.
17. Connect End 1 of the two wires prepared in steps 15 and 16 and Reference Wire'14




Dress the 2500 ohm, 8 watt resistor as shown on page 423-37. The resistor body
should be approximately 0.5 inch above the power supply case.
Route the 3 wires through a H.H. Smith 771 or equiv, cable clamp on the base
plate near the Powertecsupply as shown. Use a 6-32 x 3/8 bindinghead screw,
nut and lock washer.
18. Connect Reference wire 15 to the top terminal of the 1 ohm 100 watt resistor.
(DO NOT SOLDER).
19. Set the Pedestal Harness Subassembly in place and tie the Service Column Con-
nector in place as shown on page 423-38.
20. Connect the wires to the Master Power Supply Terminal Strips and connect the
16 AWG GREEN wire as shown on page 423-38.
21. 'Connect the 16 AWG BROWN wire to the bottom tab of the bottom large oval
capacitor.
22. Route the 16 AWG WHITE wire through the grommet and solder to the top
terminal of the round 25 watt, 1 ohm resistor.
23. Route the 16 AWG RED wire through the grommet and solder to the top terminal
of the round lO0 watt, 1 ohm resistor.
,, _, __





24. Route the 16 AWG BLUE wire through the grommet and solder to the long terminal
of the Motorola MCR 3935-2.
25. Form and tie wiring as shown on page 423-37. Take care that no wires touch
to the body of any of the power resistors and that there is clearance for the
DEC card connector support bar. (Mounting a bar, CSL 421-70, may be helpful.)
26. Connect the two bleeder resistors, wire prep. table reference 16, across the
two large oval capacitors as shown.
27. Route the 24 AWG BLUE wire from the Pedestal Harness Subassembly with a terminal
through the cable clamp on the base plate near the Powert'ecsupply and connect
to the OUTPUT + (terminal 3) on the Powertec supply.
28. Form and tie the wires from the Powertec supply to the edge of the Pan. Merge
the supply wires with the 24 AWG Harness wire bundle at the point the 24 AWG
wire bundle is tied to the 16 AWG Harness wire bundle and tie in place.
Route and tie the Powertec supply wires along the 24 AWG wire bundle for 5 inches
from the junction point. The 3 Powertec supplywires must still be identifiable.
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DEC CONNECTOR WIRING PROCEDURE
1. Mount a pre-wiredDEC connectoras shown on Page 423-38 using two 6-32 x 3/4
screws, nuts, and lock washers.
2. General Comments:
The Harness and Powertec Supply wire bundle should be formed in approximately
a 9 inch long arc entering the DEC connector about midway up the left side.
As the wires are wrapped in place, the area around the left DEC connector
mounting hole must remain clear of wires. (see page 423-38). The 5 wire
bundle from the bracket should enter from the right side of the DEC connector
and should be short. The wires should be wrapped using a Gardner-Denver
502129 sleeve and a 505415 bit in a suitable tool. The DEC connector
pin coding is shown on page 423-23.
3. Locate bundle of 3 single wires -- red, yellow, black -- from Powertec -15
VDC supply and connect as follows:
red 1AU1 (-15VDC)
yellow -- 2BC2 (Sw's.AC #1 High)
black --- 2BN2 AC #1 Low)
4. Locate bundle of five wires -- yellow/black(twistedpair), red, green,
white -- from bracket assembly. Connect as follows:
yellow_- 1BC2 (CrowbarTriac Gate)
black _ 1BD2 (ACLine#1 Low In)
red ..... 1BV1 (+55VDC In)
, green --- 2AN2 (Cap. Dis. SCR Gate)
white --- 2BT2 (AC Line #1 High In)
.- 5. Locate bundle of 34 wires from harnessand connect as follows'
a. Locate 10 single wires -- brown, black, yellow, slate, white, green, red,
3 blue -- and connect as follows:
yellow -- 1AA2 (MECL Pow. Dn. Reg.)
white --- 1AC2 (MECL Preset)
black --- 1BJ2 (AC Sw. #1 In)
brown ___ 1BL2 (AC Sw. #2 In)
slate --_ 1BU2 (Sola+55 OK In)
green ___ 1AS2 (MECL Data Shield)
red 3AT2 (CoolingAlarm)
blue .... 3AM1 I Sig. Gnd.
blue .... 1AS1 I fromblue 4AC2 Ser.Column
i






b, Locate single green/browntwistedpair:
green --- 2BR2 (AC Line #2 High In)
brown --- 2AR2 (AC Line #2 Low In)
(
c, Locate single red/black/green twistedtriplet and connectas follows:
black --- 3AP2 (Slug#3 Th. Sw.)
green --- 3AN2 (Slug #3 Present)
red ..... 3AU1 (-15 VDC)
d. Locate single red/black/yellowtwistedtriplet and connect as follows:
yel1ow -- 3AR2 (Slug #3 Present)
black --- 3AS2 (Slug#2 Th. Sw.)
red 3AVl (-15VDC)
e. Locate single red/black/whitetwisted tripletand connect as follows:
white --- 3AU2 (Slug #1 Present)
black --- 3BA2 (Slug#1 Th. Sw,)
red 4BU1 (-15VDC)
f. Locate single blue/browntwisted pair and connect as follows;
blue .... 4BK1 (FrameSense +)
brown --- 4BN2 (FrameSense -)
g. Locate three blue/blacktwistedpairs and connectas follows:
blue --- 4BP1 ]
blue --- 3BP1 I Supply Senseue - U1 +
black -- 4BR2
black -- 4BR2 t Supply Senseack T2
h. Locate a single slate/yellowtwisted pair and connect as follows:
slate --- 3BP2 (Pow. Down Ack. Bus)
yellow -- 4BM2 (Cap Sense)
i. Locate single brown/redtwistedpair and connect as follows:
brown --- 4BT2 (Sense+)
red 4BV1 (-15VDC)
J
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j. Locate singleyellow/bluetwistedpair and connect as follows:
blue 4BP1
yellow -- 3BR2




7. Tie the wires and the Triac body into the Harness wire bundle.
8. Remove the 2 screws holding the DEC connector bar to the bracket and mount the
DEC connect and bar in place (see page 423-37) on the standoffs on the pan with











































































































































































































































































































































































PEDESTAL POWER/CONTROL INPUT ASSEMBLY
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OTY. CSL DOC PART
1 CIRCUIT BREAKER, AIR PAX 1111-1-6-1-203
6 MAGNET CORE, MAGNETICS No. 55308-A2
2 RECTIFIER BRIDGE, VARO VT200/T
2 CONNECTOR, AMPHENOL 60-M10
i TERMINAL STRIP, 2 POLE, JONES 2-541
6 CAPACITORS, 0.1 ufd, 500 IVDC DISC, CERAMIC SPRAGUE No. 5GA-P10
7 CONTACT, AMP No. 34161, RING TONGUE LUG PLASTI- GRIP(BLUE)
i CONTACT, AMP No. 34170, RING TONGUE LUG PLASTI- GRIP (YELLOW)
5 CONTACT, AMP No. 42214-2, TAB FASTON
i CONTACT, AMP No. 42599-2', RECEPTACLE FASTON (RED)
5 CONTACT, AMP No. 42214-2, TAB FASTON (WITH ENLARGED MOUNTING HOLE)
1 421-60 CONNECTOR MOUNTING BRACKET
I 421-67 ClRCUI'T BREAKER ROD
1 421-72 CIRCUIT BREAKER ROD KNOB
8 SCREW, BINDER HEAD 4-40 x 3/8"
4 SCREW, BINDER HEAD 6-32 x 3/8"
4 SCREW, BINDER HEAD 6-32 x 2"
2 SCREW, BINDER HEAD 8-32 x 3/8"
4 SCREW, FLAT HEAD 6-32'x 1/2"
4 SCREW, FLAT HEAD 6-32 x 5/8"
8 NUT, 4-40
12 NUT, 6-32
16 WASHER, INTERNAL STAR TOOTH LOCK, FOR 6-32 SCREW
8 WASHER, INTERNAL STAR TOOTH LOCK, FOR 4-40 SCREW
4 WASHER, FLAT, FOR 6-32 SCREWI ,-
4 i SPACER, 6-32 x 1 1/2" H.H. SMITH 8509 OR EQUIV,
1 ft. approx. SHRINK TUBING, AMP 603101 HEAVY WALL
5 ft. approx. No. 14 SLEAVING, ALPHA TFT 250 OR EQUIV.
as required SILICON RUBBER, G.E. RTV-102 OR EQUIV.
14 ft. approx. 14 AWG MAGNET WIRE, BELDEN HNC NYCLAD OR EQUIV.
2 ft. approx. 16 (26 x 30) AWG, GREEN STRANDED PVC
i i










AMP 34170 AMP 59239-4 12-10PIDG
AMP34161 AMP47387 16-14PIDG
AMP 42599-2 AMP 90035-1 FASTON





IINTRODUCTION AND GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
This document contains instructions for assembling the Power/Control Input
Assembiy. This assembly, along with two other assemblies, is used in the final assembly
of a Macromodular Pedestal. An overview of the assembly sequence is shown on page
424-5.
This assembly contains 2 subassemblies, the Filter Inductor and the Filter
Capacitors, which are described before the assembly instructions begin.
A tooling chart, page 424-3, is included for reference. When crimping, care
must be exercised to assure all strands of the wire (or wires) are fully inserted into the
contacts.
In general, ail strip lengths given are +0.015 inch. Stripping must be done
with a tool that does not nick or break any strands of the wire.
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Six of these inductors are required to make one Power/Control Input Assembly.
Wind a single layer of 18 or 19 turns of 14 AWG magnet wire off a Magnetics 55308-A2 core.
The ends of the wire must extend more than 4 inches from the core. (28 inches of magnet
wire is adequate to do one coil.)
Cut a 1.5 inch piece of Amp 603101 Heavy Wall Shrink Tubing and two piece' of size 14
wire sleaving (Alpha TFT250 or equivalent) 4 inches long. Slide the two pieces of sleaving
over the inductor leads and shrink the heat shrinkable tubing ill place as shown.
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Ii FILTER CAPACITORS
' . 1. Two of these capacitor assembliesare required to
· t make one Power'Control Input Assembly.
:_ ' 2. Connect three 0.1 t_fd 500 VDC, ceramic capacitorsi
together as shown.
· 3. Slidesize 14 wiresleaving(AlphaTFT250 or
·' equivalent)overtile leads. Bend2 leadsdoubleto
",, form a 0.20 length of bare wire.
'' /
, , 4. Crim p Amp 34161 terminals on tile 2 bent leads
, ,, and an Amp 42599-2 terminal on the other lead.
L /
5. Form the capacitors and leads such that the
separation between wires not electrically, connected
.... - _ is at least0.1 inch. Thencoverthe bareleadsnear
'·" · ' the capacitors with silicon rubber, G.E. RTV-102










1. The figures on page 424-12 should be consulted as needed during this assembly procedure.
2. Mount the following components on a CSL 421-60 Connector Mount Bracket:
a) 2 Amphenol 60-M10 plugs with the flange inside using 4 6-32 x 3/8" screws,
nuts and lock washers. Mount the POWER LINE 1 plug with pin 3G lowest and the
POWER LINE 2 plug with pin 3G highest.
b) 2 Varo VT200/T rectifier bridges with 4 6-32 X 1/2" flat head screws, nuts
and lock washers.
c) I Jones strip 2-541 with 4 6-32 x 5/8' flat head screws, nuts, and lock
washers.
3. Mount a CSL 421-67 Circuit Breaker Rod on a Airpax Circuit Breaker by removing
the bar that connects the four switches, cutting 1/8 inch out of the middle plastic
spacer, then reassembling as shownon page 424-12.
4. Mount the assembled bracket on an assembly jig (424-13) with 2 8-32 x 3/8" screws.
Mount the circuit breaker and rod assembly on the jig with 4 1.5" spacers, 6-32 x 2"
screws, flat washers, and lock washers.
5. Screw a CSL 421-72 Knob on the end of the Circuit Breaker Rod.
6. On each of the Varo bridges jumper the terminal with the red dot to opposite terminal
using 16 AWG green wire. Solder the connections.
7. Using 16 AWG green wire, cut 2 lengths 3 inches long and i length 2 inches long. Strip
one end of the 3 inch wires 0.25 inch. Strip both ends of the 2 inch long wire 0.25 inch.
Crimp an AMP 34161 terminal on one end of the 2 inch wire. Crimp all 3 wires into an
AMP 34170 terminal. Strip the remaining 2 ends 0.5 inch. Connect the yellow terminal
to the upper left screw on the Jones strip along with an AMP 42214-2 tab. The edges of the
terminal must be trimmed slightly so the terminal will fit in the slot. Connect the blue
-}2HG. L E.C.O. DATE AI'PR. L
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terminal to the lower left screw on the Jones strip along with an AMP 42214-2 tab. Connect
2 AMP 42214-2 tabs to the lower right screw on the Jones strip. Connect the ] AMP 42214-2
tab to the upper right screw on the Jones strip.
8. Connect one of the loose green wires from the Jones strip to the closer unused terminal
on the upper Varo rectifier bridge. Connect the other loose green wire from the Jones strip
to the closer unused terminal on the lower Varo rectifier bridge. Solder botl_ connections.
9. Form a filter inductor from pin G3 of the POWER LINE 1 plug to the unused terminal
on the upper Varo rectifier bridge cutting the inductor leads as needed. Strip the sleaving
and varnish from the magnet wire ends and solder in place.
10. Form a filter inductor from pin G3 of the POWER LINE 2 plug to the unused terminal
on the lower Varo rectifier bridge cutting inductor leads as needed. Strip the sleaving and
varnish from the magnet wire ends and solder in place.
11. Cut the leads on 2 filter inductors 2 inches on one end and 2.75 inches on the other
end. Strip the sleeving and varnish on the inductor leads back 0.4 inch. Crimp an AMP
34161 terminal on the 2 inch lead of one inductor and crimp an AMP 34161 terminal on
the 2.75 inch lead of the other inductor. Connect one inductor from the left hand circuit
breaker terminal nearest the Varo rectifier bridges to pin I on the POWER LINE 1 plug.
Solder to plug terminal. Connect the other inductor between the adjacent left hand circuit
breaker terminal and pin 2 of the POWER LINE 1 plug. Solder to plug terminal.
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12. Cut the leads of the last 2 filter inductors 2.25 inches on one end and 3.25 inches
on the other end. Strip the sleaving and varnish on the inductor leads back 0.4 inch
Crimp an AMP 34161 terminal on the 2.25 inch lead of one inductor and crimp an
AMP 34161 terminal on the 3.25 inch lead of the other inductor. Connect one inductor
between the left hand circuit breaker terminal next to the last one used and pin 2 of the
POWER LINE 2 plug. Solder to plug terminal. Connect the other inductor between
the outside left hand circuit breaker terminal and pin I of the POWER LINE 2 plug.
Solder to plug terminat.
13. Form all six inductors so they do not touch anything.
14. Connect one capacitor filter assembly to the two right hand circuit breaker terminals
nearest the Jones strip and plug the press-on terminal of the capacitor filter assembly
onto the outside tab of the lower'right hand terminal of the Jones strip. Place one AMP
42214-2 tab (with enlarged mounting hole) On the circuit breaker terminal nearest the
Jones strip and 2 AMP 42214-2 tabs (with enlarged mounting holes) on the adjacent
circuit breaker terminal.
15. Connect the other capacitor filter assembly to the remaining two right hand circuit
breaker terminals along with one AMP 42214-2 tab (with enlarged mounting hole) on
each terminal. Connect the press on terminal of the capacitor filter assembly to the
inside tab on the lower right hand terminal of the Jones strip.
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16. Mount the two Amphenol connectors from the Cable Card Assembly (CSL 422) in the
INPUT and OUTPUT holes with 8 4-40 x 3/8" screws, nuts and lock washers. The cables
are marked "input" and "output". Connect the green wires from the connectors to the
lower left tabs on the Jones strip.
17. Remove the assembly from the jig. The screws, washers, and spacers on the circuit
breaker are part of the assembly. CAUTION: The circuit breaker can be ruined by over
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ITEM QTY. C,.S.L DOC PART
1 1 421-7 RIGHTSIDE WALL
2 1 421-8 LEFTSIDE WALL
3 1 421-9 COVER
4 1 421-10 REARWALL
5 1 421-11 FRONTWALL
6 i 421-13 POWERSUPPLYCOVER
7 12 421-14 RAIL
8 1 421-15 CONNECTORADAPTER COVER
9 4 421-16 RESIDENTCOVERS
10 1 421-17 REARSPLINE
11 1 421-18 FRONTspLINE
12 6 421-19 FRAMEADAPTER
13 2 421-20 SIDEPANELS
14
15 6 421-22 REAR POST ADAPTER
16 6 421-23 FRONT POST ADAPTER
17 1 '421-24 RAIL SUPPORT ANGLE TYPE 1
18 1 421-25 RAIL SUPPORT ANGLE TYPE 2
19 1 421-26 RAIL SUPPORTANGLE TYPE 3
20 1 421-27 RAIL SUPPORT ANGLE TYPE 4
21 1' 421-28 RAILSUPPORTANGLE TYPE5
22 1 421-29 RAIL SUPPORT ANGLE TYPE 6
23 2 421-30 END SLIDE PLATE
24 _ 421-31 SLIDEPLATE
25 2 421-32 GUIDERAIL
:--26 2 421-33 END GUIDE RAIL
27 2 J421-34 CHANNEL
28 4 i421-35 SCREW
29 6 421-36 RAIL SUPPORT CLIP ANGLE
30 3 421-37 CONNECTORADAPTERS
31 2 421-38 TRIM ANGLE TYPE 1
32 2 421-39 TRIM ANGLE ,TYPE2
33 2 421-40 TRIM ANGLE TYPE 3
34 2 421-41 TRIM ANGLE TYPE 4
35 2 421-42 TRIM ANGLE TYPE 5
36 1 421-43 AN_LE FRAME SPACER
37 /T--'j421-44 RAIL SUPPORT BAR TYPE '1






ITEM QTY. C_S.L DOC PART
39 1 421-46 UPPERFRAMEANGEE __
40 1 421-47 LOWERFRAMEANGLE f
41 2 421-48 SIDE FRAME ANGLE
42 2 421-49 HINGE SPACER
43
44 4 421-51 NUT
45 3 421-52 COVER SUPPORTANGLE
46 6 421-53 CLIPANGLE
.47 4 421-54 SCREW GUIDE
48 6 421-55 CORNER STIFFENER
49 2 421-56 SPRING PURCHASE
50 1 421-57 COVERCATCH
51 1 421-62 SAFETY COVER TYPE 1
52 1 421-66 CABLE CONDUIT
53 3 421-71 WIRE BUNDLE SUPPORT CLIP
b4 1 421-73 SAFETY COVER TYPE 2
55 1 423 PEDESTAL RESIDENT PAN ASSEMBLY
56 1 424 POWER/CONTROL ASSEMBLY
57 1 422 PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD ASSEMBLY PTVO130-1
58 1 422 PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD ASSEMBLY PTVO131-O
59 1 422 PRINTEDCIRCUITBOARDASSEMBLYPTVO132-O L
60 1 422 PRINTEDCIRCUITBOARDASSEMBLYPTVO133-1B .... q
61 1 421-74 GRILL
_§2 1 ROLL PIN 1/8"D . x 1/2", CADMIUM PLATED STEEL
63 2 TENSIONSPRING (LEESPRING CO. #LE-029C---2)
64 2 PIANO HINGE, STANLEY, 1/2" WIDE X 9" LONG
65 2 COTTER PIN 3/32" dia. x 1 1/64" long
66 1 RIVET 3/32" D. x 1/8" long
67 12 ROLL PIN 2/32 D. x 1/4", CADMIUM PLATED STEEL
68 2 SWITCH,GRIGSBY-BARTONREEDAC15 AMP AC #GB2400-1518-4-03 '
69 2 SWITCH,GRIGSBY-BARTONREEDAC30 AMP AC #GB2400-3018-4_03
70 1 SWITCH, MICRO SWITCH 3SKI-T W/JX-40 MOUNTING HARDWARE
71 4 CABLECLAMP,H.H. SMITH #771 OR EQUIVALENT
72 2 i CABLE CLAMP, H.H. SMITH #772 OR EQUIVALENT
73 7 CABLECLAMP,H.H.SMITH#774OREQUIVALENT
_4____J VLIERLEVELINGPAD#P306B
,5 6 I ROLL PIN, 3/32" D. x 9/16", CADMIUMPLATED STEELY
76 I
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ITEM QTY, j C,,S.L DOC I PART
77 12' L 4-40 NUTS
78 z 5/16 x 24 NUTS
V9 13 INTERNALTOOTH--_7'ARLOCKWA-ST-IERFOR6-32 SCREWS
8O
81 12 INTERNALTOOTHSTARLOCKWASHERFOR4-40 SCREWS
82 12 4-40 x 1/2 FILLISTER BINDINGHEADSCREW
83 4 6-32 x i/4 -,.......
84 11 6-32 x 3/8 .... " "
85 22 6-32 x 1/2 " " " "
86
87 4 6-32 x 7/8 " " " "
88
89 2 8-32 x 5/8 ........
90
91 8 8-32 x 3/8 " " " "
92 24 4-40 x 1/4 FLAT HEAD SCREWS
93 20 4-40 x 1/4 '" " "
94 24 4-40 x 3/8 .... "
95 8 8-32 x 3/8 " " "
96 18 8-32 x'l/2"" " "
97 20 10-32 x 3/4 -SOCKET HEAD sCREWS,STAINLESSSTEEL
98 24 10-32x 5/8 ,, ,, ,, "
II ....
99 6 10-32 x 1/2 .... ,,
100 18 ii/4 -20 x i .... " "
101 76 1/4 -20 x 1/2" " " ,,
J-lo2 24 1/4 -20 x 5/8 .... " "
103 2. 1/4 -20 x -3/8" " " "
104 24. ' 1/4 -20 x 3/4" " ,, ....
105i24 4-40 x 3/8 " " " " "
106 2 2-56"x 1/4 ROUND HEAD SCREWS
107'14 HOLECOVERS,H.H.SMITH655 OR EQUIV.
J_ JIUU _eq. SILICONGREASE,GENERALELECTRICG-64 OR EQUIV. 1
i
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INTRODUCTION
This document contains instructions for assembling a
macromodular pedestal. The pedestal assembly requires special
parts and subassemb!ies _constructed using CSL documents 421,
422, 423, and 424. An overview of the assembly sequence is shown
on page 425-6·
With the exception of soldering 3 wires to one switch; this
entire document is a mechanical assembly. One special tool which
is helpful, though not necessary, is a 5/32" socket head screw
driver which may be operated at an angle. Such a tool, called a
f
"balldriver" is made by Bandhus Tool Company, Monticello, Minn
55362. This tool is useful when installing the Frame Adapters
(Item 12).
' The "item numbers" used in the assembly procedure refer
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ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
! 1. Assemble 3 different Supports as follows: ,: · . ,. ,
(a) Assemble items 37, 17 and 18 using.6 item · ..
100 screws such that tile large hole is aligned in
allthreeparts. /
(b) assemble items 38, 19, and 20 as above.
(c) assemble items 38, 21, and 22 as above.
ASSEMBLY
. . ·
2. Assemble4 feetasshownusing: : ....
4 - Item 28
4 - Item44(notelipposition) ·
4 - Item 47
4 - Item74 (tightenpadnut withwrench) ' ·
F
PARTS ,. ASSEMBLy o,
3. Assemble 6 assemblies of items 12, 15, 16,
and 7 (2 per assembly) using 4 item 94 screws,
4 item 105 screws, 2 item 67 roll pills, and 1
item 75 roll pin per assembly. First assemble the
rails to the plate by Pressing in the item 75 roll
pin until it is centered in the plate: then install
- the 4-40 screws. Fasten on items 15 and 16.
Then press the 2 item 68 roll pills into the rails
such that 0.054 to 0.058 inch of each pin is




4. Assemble Items 10, 11, 4, 5, 1 and 2
as shown using 24 item 102 screws.
!
5. Attach 6 item 48 corner stiffeners
using 12 item 101 screws. Mount 3
as shown and 3 in the other front
corner.
6. Attach the 4 feet assemblies made in
paragraph 2 as shown using 24 item 104
screws.
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7. Attach the 3 supports'assembled in paragraph C!
I at the locations shown with 6 item 29 clip
angles and 30 item 101 screws. ':_,,,:
._
· . --;;_?,.. _d_./ .
, suPPoRTo
8., Install item 52 as shown using 2 item 78 nuts ..' CONDUll' FLU
withthe unthreadedendof the conduitflushwith _tthe outside'angle. , '. ': ' '.
/::' ."' ":%!JJf/ ' '.'_":/._!:;l_
¢
: j ' '
9: (a) Install the slide plates and guide
rails; 2; each of items 23, 24, 25, and 26 ,ITEM ITEM". 53
using 20 item 97 screws as shown. ITEM 46
(b) Attach 6 item 46 clip angles as shown
using 24 item 101 screws.
(c) Attach 3 item 30 connector adapters
'as shown using 6 item 101 screws.
(di Attach 3 item 45 cover support
angles as shown using 6 item 91 screws.
(e) Attach 1 item 53 Support Clip as shown




10. hlstall items 56 and 54 beginning with tile bottom screws
! as shown. Tile 4 circuit breaker screws and spacers are attached_ '. ':-i' 'i::.__'}:../
' ;(The other 2 screws are item' 89 screws.) Then put tile channel ." -i":' ;'/ "' ;',i.:'?:.":
':' ': .. ' _'L.'._i':':i':',':' {.: :%%' .-
in place and connect the bracket and channel with 2 item 91 [! 'CiRCUi' T
screws. Connect the channel ends to the clip angles with 6 item R .'BREAKER "; '[
96 screws. (The 2 holes ,lot counter sunk are used Ifiter3 i:"scREwSJ '__ I''':'''I '"[ ': I
'-. :7." ;... ..; ..:.. . :.......:...._x]_... .... .
;'?_ :.'. . :
il. Mount 2 each items 68 and 69 as shown using 8 each
item 85 and 79 screws and lockwashers. The backs of the
Reedacs must be coated with a silicone grease, item 108
\
before mounting. When tightening the screws, care





12. Thread the long 3 wire cable from the cable card
through the conduit and solder · the wires to mi item
70 switch: White wire lo "C", black wire to "NO"
and the red wire to "NC:' Mount the switch as shown
t_ging the accompanying screws.
But'ton this end
CHG. E..C.O, DATE APPR.
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RESIDENT SUPPLY PAN INSTALLATION
13. Installation of item 55;
! (a) Set tile resident supply pan assembly in the
pedestal while feeding the wires and the connectors
through the wall ·holes as shown.
(b) Anchor the pan assembly between the front and
rear walls with 4 each of item 87 and 79 screws
and lockwashers.
(c) Connect the harness wiring to the Reedacs arid
the circuit breaker as shown. The harness wires are
tied to fall into place. Connect the green wire ...._ :: ::
to the terminal strip above the circuit breaker, i?:'i_.:..i:_'}{!:.Zii.:.i('_'_'_:·.... . ._.'.:
The wiring diagram, page 42342 of CSL document . ', :::;'.;','i.: :':/.'i."'.;:'.-'.!'.i::'.:.:.'_:;
423, may be consulted ff' necessary.
(d) Connect the long green wire from the pan harness
to 'the center Wall With a screw and lock washer, items
84 an d 79, as shown.' , '.: .':'ii.'.i'}}:'.i'.'i!':i' i 'i.::.14.' Connect the 3 connectors to the 3 "/' ': :" ':..
connectoradapterswith12eachitems82, . :.ii.'' i,
77, and 81. Connect the upright connector
to the center wall using 2 item' 103 screws.
.· . · . . · . ,. ·. ·,_ . ·. ·.·... Z_.· .. · . · .:
· ·' ' ' :*- ' .' =' :_ '_;2 · · ''..' -' ' : ' . ' · · ' '
- .' :. _:." · .' % t .. '..:.' ' ' · '

















15. Place the cable card in the pan assembly P.C. card connector in position 4A. Mount 3 item
73 clamps using 2 item 85 screws, 1 clamp around each black cable and 1 clamp around the
4 gray cables. Mount item 71 clamps around the long gray cable with 4 item 85 screws in 4
places as shown,
16. Connect the longest loose gray cable to the bottom row of Reedacs as shown. Connect
the other gray cable to the top row of Reedacs as shown.
17. Install the printed circuit boards, items 57, 58, 59, and 60, in the order shown.
425-12
COVERING UP
'- :.,;...3: ".-..',i· .'"--:':,' "":. i...,:..:_ ."'Z.- ,,':.('.: ...
I' :'.' Z .,;. 'C.' ':' '. ? '-"' ."-i i:: ..:'_Z::' -. :'" "_: i'"... '
18. Fasten 2 item 53 support clips to 2
item 27 channels using 4 item 83 screws
_: i ?- ' ' -_.' _:':';-._, _ Z': ::i.i':-"":
' :';-: !':::, ;-i' _'_ '::: ....' : i:' :
' ::?./: !..i i::-:_: °2 _L:i _: : :7:
!9. Fit the 6 assemblies from
paragraph 3 in place as shown and
fasten with 24 item 98 screws.
("Ba!!driver' tool helpful for
this operation _.
P
20. Mount item 51 cover to wall
as shown with 4 item 84 screws.
21. Fit the 2 channels of paragraph 18 in place
as shown and secure with 12 item 96 screws.
2
22. Hang the two black cables from the 2 channel
support clips as shown using 4 item 73 clamps
and 2 item 85 screws. Hang the gray cable as shown




23. Add item 36, the angle frame spacer to the upper
front of the assembly using 3 item 99 screws. Add 2
item 41 side angles and a item 40 lower angle using 4
item 101 screws as shown. Add 2 item 107 hole covers
to the top angle as shown.
j-
24. Add item 39 to tile angle frame spacer as shown with
3 item 99 screws.
P
X,
CHG. E.C.O. DATE APPR.
A 0294 87_73 ,,r"_,_,
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25. Install 4. item 9 and 1 item 8 covers with 20
P item 93 screws as shown.' Install item 3 cover with
8 item 95 screws and add 2 item 107 hole covers as
shown. Force the grill, item 61, in place as shown.'
26. Looselg fasten 1 each of items 31, 33, 34,
and 35 with 10 item92 screws as shown.
P
\
27. Slide item 13 side ·panel under trim
angles as shown. Put item 32 on end and . ...... .
secure with 2 item 92 screws. Tighten all
12 screws.
28. Repeat steps 25 thru 27 for other




POWER SUPPLY COVER ADDITION
,P
29. Fasten lite item 50 cover calch lo lite ilem 6 cover using an ilem 66 rivet as shown on page
425-17. Add 2 item 49 spring purchases, I lo each end of Ihe cover with 2 item 106 screws.
30. Press tile item 62 roll pin into tile pedeslal wall as shown on page 425-17.
31. Attach tile cover to the pedestal using 2 item 42 spacers, 2 item 64 hinges, 4 item 85 screws
and 4 item 84 screws as shown on page 425-17.
32. Attach 2 item 65 cotter pins and 2 item 63 springs to the cover and pedestal, I set at each
end of the cover, as shown on page 425-17.
I 4
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